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Dear Customer, 
let's look ahead by focusing on innovation and renewal! 

Innovation is based on essential factors, such as 
intelligence and creativity, technical and scientific 
skills, as well as plenty of curiosity and trust.

The confidence to go all the way, the confidence with 
which one must accompany those who personally 
take up the challenge of innovation. Innovation 
also means organising the “right” resources, 
with cooperative and creative skills, transparent 
communications, and encouraging everybody’s 
commitment and participation.
Such characteristics are familiar to us at Colcom, 
which is why innovation is our mission.

This issue of our magazine describes the latest 
innovative product we presented to the market in 
July 2022. 

Investing with confidence by embracing 
the challenge of innovation together 

WE LOOK AHEAD!
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I mean Biloba Originale, the evolution of the historic 
Biloba Hydraulic Hinge, the first to be patented 
in 2006.

We present the new machine purchased for the 
production workshop. It will provide a great 
advantage in terms of productivity and quality in 
the near future. Let us tell you why we consider it 
important to invest in cyber security.

We shall share with you special moments spent 
in the company, such as our Open Day and 
participation in the leading international trade fair 
for our industry. Glasstec 2022 held in Düsseldorf is 
back after a four-year absence. It has been a source 
of considerable satisfaction and, above all, it has 
offered us the opportunity to personally meet you 
and discuss your requirements. 

Enjoy reading 
Joachim Fetz

For several years now, but especially today, IT tools have become a 
crucial component of every company’s organisational process.

It can be said that companies have now developed a “sort of close 
dependence” on the IT infrastructure. We could mention the daily 
use of tools, such as email, the Internet, ERP, CRM, etc. In addition 
to this, in recent years, various events (e.g. the Covid-19 pandemic) 
have enhanced the need for smart working solutions, i.e. to expand 
one's office outside organisational premises. In short, in order to work, 
companies currently need to be constantly interconnected with the rest 
of the world by using constantly evolving information technology. 
However, this “conduit”, which allows information to flow in and out, 
exposes the organisation to a number of vulnerabilities that need to 
be monitored and managed. With the growing importance of this 

A remarkable advantage in terms 
of productivity in the near future 

THE ULTIMATE “CNC” JOINS OUR MACHINES

The purchase of a new CNC for our proprietary 
machinery basically had two objectives:

1) to increase production capacity

2) to replace an old and almost  
decommissioned machine, which dates back 
to 1988, that could not be used for mass 
production, and whose spare parts were 
rather rare.

We consulted several suppliers but, of all of 
them, Mori Seiki was selected as the best, 
both in terms of service and reliability. Mori 
Seiki is renowned in the market as a leader in 
the industry. Already having five machines 
in our workshop from the same supplier, we 
have observed this in practice.
The new machine resembles our old Mori 
Seiki machines but it is a more advanced 
generation.

The choice and its benefits

We chose the NHX 5000 3rd Generation, 
which features:
• very fast spindle working at 20 thousand 
rpm; benefit: faster machining 

• storage capacity for 120 tools (twice as 
many as our old machines), much faster 
tool changes and the possibility of having 
tools ready to machine multiple items  
• equipped with a cooled spindle
• there is a shavings disposal sludge 
collection function in the coolant tank to 
improve disposal of shavings
• ultra rigid base 
• tool breakage measurement and 
detection system as standard

These features have already enabled us to 
lower the cycle time of one of our standard 
8060 products by 15%, without altering 
the cycle and using the old equipment.

At the same time, we are building new 
equipment that will allow several parts 
to be machined in a cycle by taking 
advantage of the machine's greater useful 
height (it is higher than our old ones)... 
this will ensure a further advantage in 
terms of productivity in the near future.

area, many related aspects have also become pivotal, establishing a bond with 
unavoidable criticalities.

One of the most sensitive and growing critical issues is the age-old problem of 
cyber attacks, i.e. the abusive intrusion into private networks by cyber criminals 
to steal/encrypt/destroy data and information assets of organisations. 
The Clusit 2021 report (Italian Association for Information Security) says that 
there were at least 1,871 serious cyber attacks in 2020, and that they had a 
systemic impact on every aspect of society, politics and the economy.
Cyber attacks have increased by 12% compared to 2019. However, the comparison 
must be broadened to understand the scale of the phenomenon. Indeed, cyber 
attacks have increased by 66% globally, compared to 2017.

The above are just some of the threats to be faced in the near future. They will 
require enhanced sensitivity and skills, not only on the part of those working 
in directly involved IT departments, but also of all those who will use these 
technologies.

Angelo Biasotti - IT Manager

Colcom has not disregarded these critical issues, and has invested numerous 
resources to considerably raise its “Cyber Security” standard. 
New generation hardware devices, such as firewalls, switches, etc., which are far 
more powerful and advanced than those used in the past, have been introduced 
to prevent intrusion threats. They are capable of strengthening perimeter 
protection and segmentation regulated by appropriate segregations of the local 
network with well-defined rules for routing information passing through it.

The folder-based structure with the related authorisations, as well as access to users 
with administrative privileges, has also been revised and made more articulate and 
complex.
Alongside the above hardware devices, there are monitoring software platforms with a 
constantly evolving autonomous artificial intelligence, instructed by directives issued 
daily by Colcom's IT department to organise response activities to possible threats.

We have, for instance, adopted software that can scan all incoming and outgoing 
emails, recognising potentially harmful content and quarantining it, notifying the 
recipient. 

Other software we use can monitor both activities and content of all hosts (computers) 
connected to the Colcom network. Once again we have steadily evolving artificial 
intelligence capable of automatically orchestrating actions that respond to activities 
recognised as potentially dangerous by isolating them and rendering them harmless, 
according to instructions given by Colcom's IT staff.

Another aspect that has contributed to increasing our security standards is the 
strengthening of data storage. We now have 4 distinct backup modes, both on site and 
in the cloud.

This activity designed to increase Colcom's IT security has been characterised 
by a long journey in cooperation with specialised consultants. It began almost a 
year ago but has not yet come to an end. It mainly involved the IT department, 
but not only that.

As mentioned above, cyber security is the result of joint collaboration and the 
sensitivity of each of us to this issue, being aware that the point we have reached today, 
although a good one, is not a finish line but a beginning.

Joachim Fetz - Director General

COLCOM AND CYBER SECURITY
DATA PROTECTION IS ESSENTIAL  
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30.07.2022 COLCOM OPEN DOOR DAY   
The Open Day inaugurating the showroom was a success
The Open Day on 30 July to present the new showroom was a huge 
success!

To share the details with you, we collected pictures of all those present 
and their families. Colcom opened its doors to employees who felt the 
desire and curiosity to introduce the inner workings of our company to 
their family and friends. By 10.00 am the first guests had already arrived 
and, within minutes, the company was transformed into a place of faces, 
stories, voices and curiosity.
Over many years of work, friends and relatives have often asked us about 
our workplace. On this occasion we had the opportunity to provide a 
small live tour of the workshop, warehouse and offices.

We thus involved relatives, friends and children in a mutually enriching 
meeting to get to know each other and compare notes.
The morning witnessed a rich buffet and bubbles for all. It was really a 
special occasion! The warm and informal space created the backdrop for 
small gatherings that encouraged dialogue.
What else can we say? Opening our doors offered them an opportunity 
to get to know us a little more and appreciate the beating heart of our 
company - WE!

Thank you everybody!!!
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GLASSTEC 2022: A NEW BEGINNING 
Our new releases at the world's leading glass fair
GLASSTEC, the leasing trade fair in the glass industry, 
has just drawn to a close in Düsseldorf. Its role as a hub 
for the international market was confirmed once again.
This trade fair has allowed us to meet a large number of 
customers in just a few days, besides also highlighting 
our brand. In this regard, we had the opportunity to 
meet with industry players from all over the world.

Colcom, together with Simonswerk, participated in the 
event with its own stand, which was one of the most 
visited. In fact, Colcom’s stand caught the eye of visitors 
for the quality of products on display, all 100% Made in 
Italy, with customised solutions capable of meeting the 
diversified needs of the market.
Glasstec was also the most suitable platform to 
introduce our new products, specifically the innovative 
BILOBA ORIGINALE, which extends and completes 
our collection of hydraulic hinges.
Together with Biloba JC and DUO, which are also 
among the applications, our hydraulic door closure 
hinges are now Colcom’s benchmark on the market in 
terms of performance, efficiency and extensive options 
for customisation.
Glasstec was the first international event jointly attended 
by Colcom and Simonswerk to introduce themselves to 
the market under a single Mother Brand, Simonswerk 
Group. This week together has further united the team, 
strengthening our belief that we shall be an amazing 
Group in the near future.

The fair was also a moment of reflection and listening. 
We had the opportunity to better understand possible 
market trends, and also to observe some of the major 
players. Additional insights to always focus on service 
quality, relationship and the ability to offer the market 
the best value for money.

A SINCERE THANK YOU TO ALL VISITORS TO 
OUR STAND!
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ORIGINALE was conceived as the evolution of the 
historic Biloba launched in 2006, the collection’s 
first hydraulic door closure hinge. The door closes 
automatically, maintaining the usual guaranteed 
features of the series for internal doors.

ORIGINALE stands apart for the complete absence 
of visible screws and a new linear and rigorous 
cover. ORIGINALE also presents the 0° point 
adjustment, which makes it even easier and quicker 
to install.

"Technical effectiveness and innovative 
design in a new and exclusive guise for 
the Biloba door closure hinge, this is 
ORIGINALE for you!”

NEWS

BILOBA ORIGINALE

• Absolute aesthetics
• Clean, linear design
• Without visible screws
• Adjustable 0° point
• Quicker and easier installation

The collection’s 
evolution, revamped 
in design!

• Automatic hydraulic closure
• Adjustable door closure speed
• Stop at 0° +90° -90°
• Also suitable for doors with striking plates
• Interchangeable with previous versions
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The Frigidarium is a cold room that is normally accessed at 
the end of the wellness trail in hot-warm settings.

PROJECT
Carmenta has produced the cold cabin, a super-cold 
room between -5 and -10 degrees Celsius to ensure that 
even the greatest sauna enthusiasts may dive into the right 
combination of air and cold typical of Nordic countries 
for pleasant overall body toning. An invigorating sensory 
experience that ensures well-being at all times.

When designing this refined and exclusive “Polar Cabin”, 
Carmenta chose Biloba Evo hydraulic hinges for opening 
and closure of the glass door.

Carmenta's “Polar Cabin” 
closes with Biloba Evo 
hydraulic hinges
Country: ITALY
Project: “Polar Cabin” – the cold cabin 
Product: Biloba EVO
Project design by: Carmenta srl

Fabio Sisto

Luca Chiantore

Federica Raimondi

PRODUCT
Colcom is a world leader in the scene of hydraulic 
door closure hinges, with multiple products covered by 
international patents.

Biloba Evo, the 180° hydraulic door closure hinge, has 
dramatically changed the concept of door closure hinge. It 
has been installed on this cold cabin door.
It is the first door closure hinge that can guarantee adjustable 
closure and constant braking control for all door opening 
angles up to 180°.

COLCOM IS HAPPY TO WELCOME THE NEW MEMBERS OF STAFF!

Recent news includes the addition of three new colleagues

Hi, I just turned 30 and have been practising competitive swimming for 15 years of my life. Since I quit after high school, 
I prefer to have fun and keep fit by playing tennis and five-a-side football with friends. I graduated with a master's degree 
in mechanical engineering from the University of Brescia in September 2016. It was barely six years ago, but it feels like a 
lifetime!

I come from the electrical sector. I have had a couple of experiences within the same company but in two different branches 
and areas, first as a mechanical designer and then as production manager.
With a view to professional growth, I joined Colcom in September 2022, convinced by the project and by Joachim that this 
could be the right place for me, and that I could contribute to this historic company. 

My name is Federica, I’m 38 and I live in Brescia. I am an environmental and land planning engineer. I love animals 
(especially dogs). In my spare time I escape from the city as soon as possible. I love nature, and often go on trips to the 
mountains. My interest in the world of quality, environment and safety commenced when I completed a master's degree 
on these topics. 
From the onset, I had the opportunity to prove myself by joining the technical-quality team of an engineering company 
(producing pumps for chemical fluids). I later worked, again on quality, in a technical centre of a German multinational 
(automotive branch). Then I was in charge of quality, environmental and safety assurance in a textile company (medical 
sector).

All these work experiences were a remarkable opportunity for discussions with colleagues to define a constructive approach 
to problems together, always joining forces and sharing both know-how and experience. This is what I like most about 
my work! I’m happy to have joined Colcom. I found helpful colleagues who immediately involved me in their activities!

Hello everybody, many of you already know me as Colcom's agent for the Asian market from 2015 until early 2020. After 
a stint as a salesman for industrial automation products, I was thrilled to come back here, a workplace that has always 
featured a positive environment.
I was offered the opportunity to manage and develop a market extending from Slovenia to Australia, including all of Asia, 
which has always been my area of work. I accepted enthusiastically as a specialist in distant markets and exotic languages, 
which I learnt many years ago at the University of Venice.

When I’m not working, I enjoy sports, walking in nature, reading and chatting with friends. I’m not a very good cook. 
However, I’ve the superpower of brewing a decent beer a couple of times a year, and I’m looking for a recipe to make it 
great!
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